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Session Overview
1. Introduction

• Information that can be found vs. 
information that cannot

• Insiders & how to find them

2. Public Filings

• Where to find them

• What documents to look at
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Session Overview (continued)
3. Information found in the filings

• Shares - Common Shares, 
Preferred Shares, Deferred Share 
Units (DSU’s)

• Stock Options

4. Calculating Stock Options

5. Using the value of stocks & options 
in your wealth assessment 

6. Questions
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Bored by public company filings?  
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….it doesn’t have to be that way!



Information That 
Can Be Found

• Stock holdings and stock 
options can be found for 
insiders at publicly traded 
companies

• Insiders are usually top 
executives, directors, or 
someone who owns 10% or 
more of the company stock

Information That 
Cannot Be Found

• Non-insider stock holdings
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How to Find Insiders - Canada

• Conduct a search on the System for Electronic 
Disclosure by Insiders (SEDI) - www.sedi.ca

http://www.sedi.ca/
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How to Find Insiders – United States

• You can find if an individual is a Director or Officer of a 
publicly traded company (which means they may be an 
insider) using free sites such as Bloomberg, MarketWatch, 
or the company website

• Search for individuals by name using the advanced search 
options on The Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and 
Retrieval system (EDGAR) – www.sec.gov

http://www.sec.gov/
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Where Can Public Company Filings be Found?

• In Canada the filings are also found on The System for 
Electronic Data Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR) –
www.sedar.com

• In the United States the filings are found on The 
Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and 
Retrieval system (EDGAR) – www.sec.gov

http://www.sedar.com/
http://www.sec.gov/
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Which Documents Should We Look 
At?(SEDAR)

• Annual Information Form (NI 81-106) 

• Management Information Circular 

• Annual Report
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Which Documents Should We Look 
At?(EDGAR)

• Annual Report (10-K) 

• Form 14A 

• Forms 3, 4 or 5 

• Form SC13
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Stock Information in the Filings

• Stock Shares
• Common Shares
• Preferred Shares
• Deferred Share Unit (DSU’s) 
• Value of Shares

• Stock options
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Other Information in the Filings

• Compensation

• Severance & Retirement Information
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Common Shares

A security that represents ownership in a corporation.  It 
is also sometimes referred to as a “voting share” or 
“ordinary share.
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Preferred Shares

Securities issued by corporations that pay dividends that 
qualify for dividend tax credits. The shares are 
"preferred" because the dividends must be paid 
preferentially before any dividends are paid on the 
corporation's common shares.
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Deferred Share Units (DSU’s)

A share that does not have any rights to the assets of a 
company undergoing bankruptcy until all common 
and preferred shareholders are paid. It may also be a 
share that is issued to company founders that restricts 
their receipt of dividends until dividends have been 
distributed to all other classes of shareholder.
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Example of Share Listings in a Report

• In this example the value of Shares and DSUs is already 
calculated

• If just the share amount is given you can find the historical 
and current values of stock prices for public companies on 
sites such as Yahoo! Finance Canada, MarketWatch.  
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Calculating the Value of Shares

• The chart in the previous slide stated that those are the 
amount of shares held at February 23, 2016.  The report is 
from Great-West Lifeco.  

• Looking up the share price of Great-West Lifeco on 
February 23, 2016 we find it was $34.54 (I used Yahoo! 
Finance Canada)   

• We then calculate $34.54 x 31,538 total shares = 
$1,089,322.52
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Stock Options

• Stock options are different from shares as they are not 

actually owned; instead they are benefits in the form 

of an option given by the company to an employee to 

buy stock in the company at a discount or at a stated 

fixed price.
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Stock Options (continued)
• The employee must purchase the stock with their own 

money at a predetermined exercise price. The employee 

typically has to wait a certain period of “vesting time” until 

the option can be exercised. When the option vests, the 

employee gains the right to sell or transfer the option. 

• If the exercise price is lower than the value of the stock at 

the time purchased then the options are valuable.  

• Options generally have an expiration date. 
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Calculating Stock Options

For example, let’s say that Company A gives or grants 

John Smith options to buy 100 shares of stock at $2 per 

share.  John can exercise the option starting on 

November 1, 2016.  On November 1, 2016 the stock for 

Company A is worth $6.  John’s choices are:
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Calculating Stock Options (continued)
A. Convert the options to stock by buying it at $2 per share and then 

selling all the stock after the specified waiting period. If John sold 

100 shares he would make a profit of $400 (bought at $200, sold at 

$600).

B. Sell some of the stock after the waiting period and keep some to sell 

later.  Stock would be bought at $2 per share first.

C. Change all the options to stock, buy it at the discounted price and 

keep it with the idea of selling it later when the share price has risen 

(although there is no way to predict if that will happen).  
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Calculating Stock Options (continued)

In order to determine the value of stock options we take 

the profit in option A) even though we do not know 

exactly how John will proceed.  When determining giving 

capacity I generally take stock options with a grain of 

salt, but it does offer an interesting glimpse by seeing 

what the profit on the options they hold could be.
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Example of Stock Options in a Report
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Determining the Value of Stock Options

• The chart in the previous slide includes a calculation of the 
value of the unexercised options

• If the calculation is not included we can calculate it 
ourselves by finding the current share price and comparing 
it to the option exercise price

• If the option exercise price is lower than the current share 
price it is profitable and we can then calculate the value

• (current share price minus option exercise price) x 
(number of securities underlying unexercised options) 
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Other Information in the Filings

• Other information that can be found in public company 
filings include:

• Key Executive Compensation

• Key Executive Pension Information

• Director Compensation
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Key Executive Compensation Example
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Key Executive Pension Example
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Director Compensation Example



I have all the information I can find….now 
what?



Using Stock Information in Your Wealth Assessment

• There are many experts in the field with formulas for 
estimating giving capacity including Elizabeth Crabtree, 
Cecilia Hogan, and Joshua Birkholz



Using Stock Information in Your Wealth 
Assessment (continued)

• One sample calculation:

• Stock holdings generally represent 20% - 30% of an individual’s 
net worth

• Giving Capacity is generally 5% of an individual’s net worth over 
5 years

• If your prospect had stock holdings (shares plus options) of $1.5 
million, giving capacity would be: $1.5 million/30% x 5% to $1.5 
million/20% x 5% =  $250,000 to $375,000



• Another sample calculation:

• 5% of known assets equals giving capacity over 5 years

• If your prospect had stock holdings (shares plus options) of 
$1.5 million, giving capacity would be: $1.5 million x 5% = 
$75,000

• If you have other assets they would be included in the 
calculation

Using Stock Information in Your Wealth 
Assessment (continued)



The more information you have about your prospect the 
more accurate your capacity calculation will be

Using Stock Information in Your Wealth 
Assessment (continued)



• Other items to take into consideration along with stock 
holdings include:

• Real Estate

• Annual Income

• Value of Luxury Items

• Annual Giving

• Age of Your Prospect

Using Stock Information in Your Wealth 
Assessment (continued)



Conclusion

• Stock holdings can help us estimate net worth and 
calculate giving capacity

• By looking at what companies they hold stock in we can 
also get an idea of their interests and personal 
connections



Questions?

Contact Crystal Leochko Johnston 
at 

crystal@eclipseresearchgroup.com

mailto:crystal@eclipseresearchgroup.com

